Pt nanocubes with a size of below 10 nm were synthesized by using various surface-capping agents of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB), and oleylamine with high shape purity. TGA and XPS data revealed the amount and characteristics of the residual organic molecules on the surface of Pt nanocubes. Chemical and thermal stability of these nanoparticles were examined by observing the change of cubic shape upon heating under different chemical environments of N 2 , H 2 and air. The shape change such as rounding of the vertexes or aggregation depended on the type of surface-capping agent and chemical environments. The cubic shape generally started to deform at 200 C and the nanoparticles were mostly fused together at 300 C. The thermal treatment under air produced more PtO layer on the surface with less shape deformation or aggregation when compared with H 2 or N 2 treatments. Among three surface-capping agents used in this study, oleylamine-capped Pt nanocubes show the highest shape stability with no shape change or aggregation even at 300 C under air.
INTRODUCTION
Control over composition and structure of nanomaterials has been a key issue for a revolutionary development of new applications or a significant enhancement of the existing performance. [1] [2] [3] Especially, shaped metallic nanoparticles of Ag, Au, Pd, Pt etc. have been recently synthesized for optical or catalytic applications. [4] [5] [6] [7] Facetted nanoparticles show distinct optical signatures resulting from surface plasmon modulation, therefore different aspect ratio of gold rods or platonic gold crystals absorb visible light at different wavelengths presenting various colors. 8 9 On the other hand, atomic arrangement on the surface can be varied by controlling the morphology of nanocrystals. For face-centered cubic crystals, cubic shape of nanoparticles has only (100) surface while tetrahedral or octahedral shape of nanoparticles is surrounded by only (111) surface. These differences in the atomic arrangement affect catalytic chemical reaction occurring on the surface, resulting in activity and selectivity differences. 10 The effect of atomic arrangement for catalysis has been investigated over a few decades for single crystalline * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
surfaces. [11] [12] [13] The single crystalline surface was usually prepared by cutting bulk crystals and flame-annealing the surface. Then the reaction was performed on this surface under high vacuum. Although this type of study clearly shows how the surface atomic arrangement affects the chemical reaction, this system is actually far from practical systems where nanometer-sized particles are used for catalytic reaction under various chemical environments. Recently many techniques controlling the shape of nanoparticles were developed by using various surfacecapping agents, controlling overgrowth rate, or modulating reduction rate of metal precursors. Pt nanoparticles with various shapes of cubes, cuboctahedra, octahedra, tetrahedra were synthesized by adjusting a ratio of surfacecapping agent to Pt precursor 14 15 or controlling a reduction rate by pH change, 5 and used as catalysts for hydrogenation, electron-transfer, Suzuki-coupling reaction, electrocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction, etc. 10 16-18 Pd nanoparticles of cubes, cuboctahedra, octahedra were synthesized by controlled overgrowth on well-defined cubic seeds, and used for electrocatalytic oxidation. 18 Activity and selectivity show large dependence on the shape of the nanoparticles. For example, Pt cubes produce only one product of cyclohexane while Pt cuboctahedra produce cyclohexane and cyclohexene for benzene hydrogenation, and this trend was consistent with the result for the single crystalline surface of Pt(100) and Pt(111) although the activity was higher in the case of nanoparticles. 10 In addition, Pd cube shows ∼5 times higher activity than Pd octahedra when tested for electro-oxidation of formic acid. 18 Aforementioned works showed that shaped nanoparticles can be used as catalysts with higher activity and selectivity, but there are still many factors to be investigated for practical applications. Stability of nanoparticle shape can be critical for durability as catalysts. In fact, El-Sayed et al. reported that the Pt atoms on the edges are more easily dissolved during solution-phase reaction, losing the original shape of the nanoparticles. 16 On the other hand, Wang et al. showed that tetrahexahedral shape of Pt nanoparticles was preserved even after heat treatment at 800 C. 19 Many catalytic reactions occur in gasphase at relatively high temperature of 100∼400 C under various chemical environments. Therefore, chemical and thermal stability of the nanoparticle shape should be investigated in order to check the potential as practical catalysts. Most of the shaped nanoparticles were synthesized with surface capping agents. These organic layers usually stabilize high surface energy of nanoparticle, often inducing distinctive shapes. In this study, we investigated chemical and thermal stability of the shape of Pt nanocubes. Pt cubes with similar sizes were synthesized by using various surface capping agents of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), tetradecylammonium bromide (TTAB), and oleylamine. The shape change was observed after heat treatments under various chemical atmospheres of N 2 , H 2 , and air. The effect of surface-capping agent was evaluated for shape stability.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
PVP-capped Pt nanocubes and TTAB-capped Pt nanocubes were synthesized as reported before. 5 20 For PVP-capped Pt nanocubes, 2.5 ml of ethylene glycol (Fluka) was refluxed at 270 C for 5 min. 0.5 ml of 0.002 M AgNO 3 (Aldrich, 99+%) and 93.8 l of 0.375 M polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Aldrich, MW = 55,000) solutions in ethylene glycol were added to the boiling ethylene glycol. 46.9 l of 0.0625 M H 2 PtCl 6 · 6H 2 O (Aldrich) solution in ethylene glycol was immediately added to boiling ethylene glycol. PVP and Pt salt solutions were added to the boiling mixture every 30 s over a 16 min period. The resulting mixture was refluxed for an additional 5 min. A triple volume of acetone was added to product. Then, the solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min. The precipitate was collected and redispersed in 3 ml of 99.9% ethanol with sonication. 9 ml hexane was added to the dispersion, and the solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min. The precipitate was additionally washed twice more with the ethanol and hexane.
In TTAB-capped Pt nanocubes synthesis, aqueous solutions of K 2 PtCl 4 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) and TTAB (Aldrich, 99%) were mixed in a 20 ml vial at room temperature to have a concentration of 1 mM for K 2 PtCl 4 and 100 mM for TTAB. The mixture was heated at 50 C for about 5 min until the solution became clear. The vial was capped by a rubber septum right after adding ice-cold NaBH 4 (Adrich, 98%), and H 2 gas pressure built inside the vial was release by equipping a needle on the septum for 10 min. The concentration of NaBH 4 was 30 mM. Then the needle was removed and the solution was kept at 50 C for 6 hrs. The total volume was kept as 10 ml. The product was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant was separated and centrifuged again at 14000 rpm for 10 min. The precipitate was collected and redispersed in DI water with sonication.
Oleylamine-capped Pt nanocubes were synthesized by following a recipe developed by Sun's group. 7 21 Pt(acac) 2 (Alfa Aesar, 0.1 g), 1-octadecene (Aldrich, 10 ml), oleic acid (Aldrich, 1 ml) and oleylamine (Aldrich, 1 ml) were mixed under N 2 flow and vigorous magnetic stirring. The mixture was slowly heated up to 100 C for 30 min. After 10 min of heating at 100 C, temperature was raised to 120 C and a solution of Fe(CO) 5 (Aldrich) in hexane (0.1 ml, prepared by adding 0.1 ml Fe(CO) 5 in 1 ml hexane) was quickly injected into the solution under N 2 flow. Then, the solution was heated to 200 C in 20 min and the temperature was kept for an hour. The solution was cooled down to room temperature by removing heating mantle. 0.67 ml of isopropanol was added to 0.2 ml of product solution and then the suspension was centrifuged (8000 rpm, 10 min) to separate the nanoparticles. The product was dispersed in 1 ml of n-Hexane and precipitated by adding 1 ml of Ethanol. The product was redispersed in 1 ml of n-Hexane.
The nanoparticles were dropped on Au/SiO x TEM grid (SPI) after washing and dried in vacuum overnight at room temperature. The TEM grid where the nanoparticles were deposited was placed on furnace with N 2 or H 2 or air flow. The furnace temperature was increased by 4 C/min, and stayed at target temperature (150, 200, 250, 300 C) for 1 hr. The gas flow rate was 400 cc/min. In the case of H 2 flow, 10% H 2 /90% N 2 mixture was used. TEM images were taken by using JEOL 2100 at 200 kV. The washed nanoparticle solution was dropped on silicon wafer and dried at room temperature overnight in order to take X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS was measured using a SIGMA probe (ThermoVG) equipped with a monochromatic Al-K X-ray source (15 kV, 100 W). The binding energy was calculated with a reference to the maximum intensity of C 1s signal at 285 eV. The spectra were analyzed using XPS PEAK 41 software. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed by using TA instruments Q5000 at a heating rate of 10 C/min under N 2 flow. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pt nanocubes with a similar size were synthesized by using various surface capping agents of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB), and oleylamine as reported previously. 5 7 20 Figure 1 shows TEM images of each case. PVP-capped nanocubes have a size of 8 2 ± 0 9 nm with a shape distribution of 73% of cubes, 21% of tetrahedra, and 6% of irregular shape. TTAB-capped nanocubes have a size of 8 6 ± 1 1 nm with a shape distribution of 85% of cubes, 10% of tetrahedra, and 5% of irregular shape. Oleylamine-capped nanocubes have a size of 6 9 ± 0 8 nm with a shape distribution of 88% of cubes, 1% of tetrahedra, and 11% of irregular shape. As demonstrated in TEM images, each of nanoparticles has well-defined facets showing cubic shape with high shape purity.
Chemical and thermal stability of these nanoparticles were evaluated by heating them under various chemical environments. The cubic shape starts to deform upon heating, but extent of deformation depends on the kind of surface capping agents. To evaluate the amount of residual surface capping agent, TGA and XPS were measured for each case. Figure 2 shows TGA results for each of surface-capped nanoparticles. The content of organic compounds was estimated as 18.1% for PVP-capped, 21.0% for TTAB-capped, and 8.4% for oleylamine-capped nanocubes by measuring the mass reduction in the range of 100∼800 C. In the case of TTAB-capped and oleylamine-capped nanocubes, two regions of mass reduction were observed at 100∼300 C and 500∼700 C. Previous study showed that alkyl chain was burnt off below 300 C while nitrogen head group still stayed on the Pt surface at higher temperature for TTAB adsorbed on Pt surface. 22 Therefore, it is considered that hydrocarbon chains were removed at 100∼300 C and the nitrogen head groups were removed at 500∼700 C for TTAB-capped and oleylamine-capped nanocubes. The organic content
20 nm 20 nm Fig. 1 . TEM images of (a) PVP-capped Pt nanocubes with a size of 8 2 ± 0 9 nm (73% cube, 21% tetrahedra, 6% irregular shape), (b) TTAB-capped Pt nanocubes with a size of 8 6 ± 1 1 nm (85% cube, 10% tetrahedra, 5% irregular shape), and (c) oleylamine-capped Pt nanocubes with a size of 6 9 ± 0 8 nm (88% cube, 1% tetrahedra, 11% irregular shape). was much lower in the case of oleylamine-capped nanoparticles. PVP on the Pt surface has a polymeric form with a long alkyl chain so that monomer units which has no direct contact with the Pt surface may exist near the Pt surface by being connected through the polymer backbone chain. It is known that alkyltrimethylammonium bromide used for nanoparticle synthesis forms double layers on the metal surface. 23 Ammonium head group on the first layer is heading towards the metal surface, and the head group on the second layer is heading towards the aqueous solution while the alkyl tail is stacked together. So there are a significant amount of TTAB molecules which have no direct contact on the Pt surface even after washing. On the other hand, oleylamine covers Pt surface through amine group, and no double layer is formed when oleylaminecapped nanoparticles are dispersed in the organic solvent. Most of oleylamines which is not bound to the Pt surface would be washed off during washing steps. Binding energy (eV) 
2+ state, and a right peak does Pt 0 state. Pt 2+ state implies that there may be unreacted Pt salts near the surface or PtO layer. The area ratio of Pt 2+ peak to Pt 0 peak was 0.40 for PVP-capped, 0.32 for TTAB-capped, and 0.18 for oleylamine-capped nanoparticles. While only one N 1s peak was observed for PVP-capped nanoparticles, two peaks were observed in TTAB-capped nanoparticles since there are two types of ammonium groups heading towards Pt surface or heading towards the aqueous solution. In the case of oleylaminecapped nanoparticles, only a very weak N 1s peak was observed. In order to estimate the content of organics on the Pt surface, N/Pt peak area ratios were measured. The ratio was 0.55 for PVP-capped, 0.04 for TTAB-capped, 0.02 for oleylamine-capped nanoparticles. Therefore, it can be expected that the oleylamine-capped nanoparticles have the least amount of organic on the Pt surface.
Chemical and thermal stability of each of the surface-capped nanoparticles were tested by treating the nanoparticles under various chemical environments upon heating. The nanoparticles were deposited on Au/SiO x TEM grid, and treated under various thermal and chemical states. TEM grid with SiO x film was used for thermal treatment instead of conventional formvar film. Figure 4 shows the shape change of PVP-capped nanocubes upon chemical and thermal treatments. The nanoparticles were heated to 150 C, 200 C, 250 C, 300 C under N 2 , H 2 , or air. The shape was preserved at 150 C under all conditions. At 200 C, the shape of Pt nanocube was preserved under H 2 while the shape starts to deform losing vertexes under N 2 or air. Above 250 C, the nanoparticles were severely aggregated and further melted. Yu et al. reported that the shape of PVP-capped Pt nanocubes start to deform at ∼350 C. 24 But their work is performed by in-situ TEM under high vacuum. The nanoparticles deform much more easily under chemical environments. Figure 5 shows the shape change of TTAB-capped nanoparticles. The facets of the nanocubes were preserved at 150 C under all condition, but the dependence on chemical environments start to appear at 200 C. under H 2 . Under air, rounding of vertexes was observed rather than aggregation. At 250 C, severe aggregation occurred under N 2 . Aggregation was also observed under H 2 and air, but the facets was preserved more under H 2 . At 300 C, most of the nanoparticles were aggregated and fused together. Figure 6 shows the shape change of oleylamine-capped nanoparticles. Under N 2 , the cubic shape was preserved until 200 C. After that, rounding of the vertexes occurred, but no aggregation was observed even at 300 C. Oleylamine-capped nanoparticles were the most unstable under H 2 . The shape was preserved at 150 C, but aggregation occurred from 200 C although the facets were somewhat preserved at 200 C. Remarkably, the cubic shape of oleylamine-capped nanoparticles was preserved even at 300 C under air.
When different chemical environments of N 2 , H 2 , and air were compared, the shape of the nanoparticles was preserved best under air. XPS data were obtained for PVP-capped, TTAB-capped, oleylamine-capped nanoparticles after heat treatments at 250 C under N 2 , H 2 , and air. When the area ratio of Pt 2+ peak to Pt 0 peak was 
SUMMARY
Pt nanocubes were synthesized by using PVP, TTAB, and oleylamine as surface-capping agents. PVP-capped nanoparticles have an average size of 8 2 ± 0 9 nm with 73% of cubes. TTAB-capped nanoparticles have a size of 8 6 ± 1 1 nm with 85% of cubes. Oleylamine-capped nanoparticles have a size of 6 9 ± 0 8 nm with 88% of cubes. TGA and XPS data revealed that oleylaminecapped nanoparticles have the least amount of organic residues after washing. Chemical and thermal stability of these nanoparticles were examined by observing the shape change after heating the nanoparticles at 150 C, 200 C, 250 C, and 300 C for 1 hour under various chemical environments of N 2 , H 2 and air. The shape change such as rounding of the vertexes or aggregation was observed after the heat treatment, and the change depended on the type of surface-capping agent and the kind of chemical environments. Especially, it should be noted that oleylaminecapped nanoparticles showed remarkable stability with no shape change after heating even at 300 C under air. The thermal treatment under air produced more PtO layer on the surface with less shape deformation or aggregation when compared with H 2 or N 2 treatments.
